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Reductionism vs IntegrationismReductionism vs. Integrationism

• THE SIMPLEST LIVING CELL IS SO COMPLEX THAT SUPERCOMPUTER• THE SIMPLEST LIVING CELL IS SO COMPLEX THAT SUPERCOMPUTER 
MODELS MAY NEVER SIMULATE ITS BEHAVIOR PERFECTLY. 

• BUT EVEN IMPERFECT MODELS COULD SHAKE THE FOUNDATIONS OF 
BIOLOGY THREE CENTURIES OF REDUCTIONISM IN BIOLOGY 
RECENTLY CULMINATED IN ITS ultimate triumph.RECENTLY CULMINATED IN ITS ultimate triumph. 

• Dissecting life into ever smaller pieces—organisms to organs, tissues 
ll h l h h lto cells, chromosomes to DNA to genes—scientists at last hit the limit. 

They identified each molecular rung on the chemical ladders of the 
majority of the human genome. j y g

• Even before the draft sequence was in hand, some researchers with a 
philosophical bent began looking ahead to the next major phase ofphilosophical bent began looking ahead to the next major phase of 
biology—the era of  integrationism. 



How to use computer?How to use computer?

• It is clear that computer models will be the main tools with which 
all the biochemical pieces will be placed into a complete theory. 
B t if th i t f “ i t l ll ” d d l t iBut if the variety of “virtual cells” under development is any 
indication, there is no consensus yet on how best to use those 
tools. 



Computer model for T7 bacteriophageComputer model for T7 bacteriophage

• In 1994 Drew Endy and John Yin of the 
University of Wisconsin–Madison began 
programming a computer model that would 
incorporate virtually everything known about the p y y g
way that a certain virus, T7 bacteriophage, infects 
Escherichia coli bacteria that live in the human 
gut.gut. 

• The virus looks like a lunar lander. It uses 
clawlike appendages to grasp the outer wall of a 
bacterium as the phage injects its DNA into thebacterium as the phage injects its DNA into the 
cell. 

• The genetic material hijacks the cell’s own g j
reproductive apparatus, forcing it to churn out 
bacteriophage clones until it bursts. 



Computer model for T7 bacteriophageComputer model for T7 bacteriophage

• Endy and Yin’s model simulated mathematically how all 56 of the 
virus’s genes were translated into 59 proteins, how those proteinsvirus s genes were translated into 59 proteins, how those proteins 
subverted the host cell and even how the viruses would evolve 
resistance to various RNA-based drugs. 
That seems impressive But peek inside the equations Endy says• That seems impressive. But peek inside the equations, Endy says, 
and you’ll find that despite including measurements from 15 
years of laborious experiments, “there are still a tremendous 

b f d f f d ”number of degrees of freedom.” 
• The equations can be tweaked to produce almost any behavior. 

“A useful model must suggest a hypothesis that forces the model gg yp
builder to do an experiment,” Endy says. This one didn’t



Central DogmaCentral Dogma

• Many early attempts to re-create life in silico suffered the same 
problem. 

• So most biologists still use computers as little more than 
receptacles for the surge of data gushing from their roboticreceptacles for the surge of data gushing from their robotic 
sequencers and gene chip analyzers. 

• The “models” they publish in their journal articles are sketchy 
i b d h b h h h h lcaricatures based on the best theory they have: the central 

dogma that a gene in DNA is converted to an RNA that is 
translated to a protein that performs a particular biochemical 
function.

• Consider, too, Bailey urges, that geneticists have engineered 
hundreds of “knockout” strains of bacteria and mice to disable ahundreds of knockout strains of bacteria and mice to disable a 
particular gene. And yet in many of those mutants, the broken 
gene causes no apparent abnormality. The central dogma also 
cannot readily explain how the complex behavior of myriadcannot readily explain how the complex behavior of myriad 
human cell types emerges from a mere 30,000 or so genes.



Significance of ‘integration ‘approachSignificance of integration approach

B il h f d f• Bailey compares the confused state of 
microbiology with astronomy in the 16th 
century. “The astronomers had large 
archives detailing the movement and 
positions of celestial objects,” 

• “But they couldn’t predict the planetary• But they couldn t predict the planetary 
motions with accuracy. They would never 
have believed that all the orbits are elliptic 
and described by a simple equationand described by a simple equation. 
Nevertheless, Kepler proved it. 

• Now, I don’t pretend there is any simple 
equation for the biology of a cell. But we 
should be looking for unifying principles 
that will order our facts into some 
understanding.” 



RobustnessRobustness

• One early candidate to emerge from the more sophisticated cellOne early candidate to emerge from the more sophisticated cell 
simulations now under construction is the principle of 
robustness. 
Lif f ki d h t ith d ti i i• Life of every kind has to cope with dramatic swings in 
temperature, changes in food supply, assaults by toxic chemicals, 
and attacks from without and within. 

• To survive and prosper, cells must have backup systems and 
biological networks that tolerate interference. 



Beowulf (computing)Beowulf (computing)
O i i ll f i t ifi t• Originally referring to a specific computer 
built in 1994, Beowulf is a class of 
computer clusters similar to the originalcomputer clusters similar to the original 
NASA system. 

• They are high-performance parallel y g p p
computing clusters of inexpensive personal 
computer hardware. The name comes from 
the main character in the Old English epic 
poem Beowulf.
O i i ll d l d b Th St li• Originally developed by Thomas Sterling 
and Donald Becker at NASA, Beowulf 
systems are now deployed worldwidesystems are now deployed worldwide, 
chiefly in support of scientific computing.



• A Beowulf cluster is a group of usually identical PC computers 
running a Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) Unix-like 
operating system such as BSD Linux or Solarisoperating system, such as BSD, Linux or Solaris. 

• They are networked into a small TCP/IP LAN, and have libraries 
and programs installed which allow processing to be shared among p g p g g
them.

• There is no particular piece of software that defines a cluster as a 
B lf C l d ll l i lib i i l dBeowulf. Commonly used parallel processing libraries include 
MPI (Message Passing Interface) and PVM (Parallel Virtual 
Machine). Both of these permit the programmer to divide a task ) p p g
among a group of networked computers, and recollect the results 
of processing.



E-cell by TomitaE cell by Tomita

• Masaru Tomita saw this property emerge in virtual 
i t h hi E C ll d l Withexperiments he ran on his E-Cell model. With 

teammates at the Laboratory for Bioinformatics at 
Keio University in Fujisawa, Japan, Tomita built the 
virtual cell from 127 genes, most borrowed from 
Mycoplasma genitalium, a single-celled microbe that 
has the smallest genome yet discovered in a self-g y
reproducing life-form. 

• The team’s ultimate goal is to find the minimal 
number of genes needed to create a self sufficientnumber of genes needed to create a self-sufficient 
organism and then synthesize it—an eminently 
reductionist strategy. 

• But Tomita was surprised when he changed by several 
orders of magnitude the strength at which various 
genes in the model were expressed: the E-Cell’s g p
behavior hardly budged at all. 



E-Cell Projectj

• E-Cell Project is an international research project aiming to model 
and reconstruct biological phenomena in silico and developingand reconstruct biological phenomena in silico, and developing 
necessary theoretical supports, technologies and software platforms 
to allow precise whole cell simulation. 

• E-Cell Project develops general technologies and theoretical supports 
for computational biology with the grand aim to allow for precisefor computational biology with the grand aim to allow for precise 
whole cell simulation at the molecular level.

• Modeling methodologies, formalisms and techniques, including 
t h l i t di t bt i ti t t htechnologies to predict, obtain or estimate parameters such as 
reaction rates and concentrations of molecules in the cell. 

• E-Cell System, a software platform for modeling, simulation and y p g
analysis of complex, heterogeneous and multi-scale systems like the 
cell. 

• Numerical simulation algorithms• Numerical simulation algorithms. 
• Mathematical analysis methods. 



E Cell projectsE-Cell projects



What most strongly affects how a cell behavesWhat most strongly affects how a cell behaves

• Several model-building biologists suspect 
that what most strongly affects how a cell 
behaves in response to a drug or disease is 
not whether any particular gene is turned up y p g p
or down, and not whether any single protein 
is blocked, but how all the genes and 
proteins interact dynamically.proteins interact dynamically. 

• Like a connect-the-dots flip book, the story 
emerges from the links, which shift over time. 
f h i d l ld f bi• If that is so, modelers could face a big 
problem: for most biochemical systems, 
scientists don’t know what reacts with what, 
and when. 



Cells in silicoCells in silico

• Genetic Circuits Research Group, led by Bernhard Ø. Palsson (above) 
f h U i i f C lif i S Di i b ildi b dof the University of California at San Diego, is building genome-based 

models of Escherichia coli, Hemophilus influenzae, Helicobacter pylori 
and other bacteria that cause human illness.

•
• E-Cell is a mathematical microbe built at the Laboratory for 

Bioinformatics at Keio University in Japan from the genes ofBioinformatics at Keio University in Japan from the genes of 
Mycoplasma genitalium. 



Cells in silico
• The Virtual Cell is a general cell-simulation package built by the 

National Resource for Cell Analysis and Modeling at the University of y g y
Connecticut Health Center. 

MC ll i t i l ti f th b t• MCell is a supercomputer simulation of the synapse between a nerve 
cell and a muscle cell developed at the Salk Institute and the 
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. 

• In Silico Cell, constructed by Physiome Sciences in Princeton, N.J., is 
written in CellML a programming language that the company iswritten in CellML, a programming language that the company is 
promoting as a lingua franca through which scientists can share and 
combine their cell models. 

• Microbial Cell Project, a 10-year program sponsored by the U.S. 
Department of Energy, plans to spend $15 million a year analyzing epa t e t o e gy, p a s to spe d $ 5 o a yea a a y g
single-celled organisms at the molecular level and constructing 
models of their biochemistry.



Reliable approximationReliable approximation

M k W C t d t t d t i P l ’ l b th l• Markus W. Covert, a graduate student in Palsson’s lab, says the goal 
is not perfect prediction but reliable approximation: 

• “Engineers can design an airplane in a computer and test it virtually g g p p y
without ever building a prototype, even though they can’t compute 
exactly how the air will flow.” 

• Palsson’s team reported that their simulation successfully predicted• Palsson s team reported that their simulation successfully predicted 
that E. coli is optimized for growth, not energy production. 



Alliance for Cellular SignalingAlliance for Cellular Signaling

• This top-down approach to simulating cells has caught on. 
Gilman notes that an academic consortium called the Alliance for 
C ll l Si li hi h h h i h d f d l f di tCellular Signaling, which he chairs, has secured federal funding to 
build such models of the internal lives of heart muscle cells and B 
cells, key players in the immune system. 

• He figures the effort will take a decade to complete, at $10 
million a year. “But when we have these sorts of models,” Gilman 
predicts “it will be the most incredible drug discovery enginepredicts, it will be the most incredible drug discovery engine 
there ever was. 

• You could model disease in that cell and then see what drug 
i l ti ld dmanipulation could do. 

• Ultimately—though maybe not in 10 years—I have no doubt that 
there will be quantitative models of cell function, organ function q , g
and eventually whole-animal function.” 



Blue Brain ProjectBlue Brain Project

• Blue Brain is a computational modeling project begun in May 2005, 
to create a computer simulation of the mammalian brains including 
the human brain, down to the molecular level. The project was 
founded by Henry Markram from the Brain and Mind Institute at the 
École Polytechnique (EPFL) in Lausanne, Switzerland. y q ( ) ,

• The aim is to study the brain's architectural and functional principles. 
This is based on 15 years of experimental data obtained from reverse 
engineering the microcircuitry of the neocortical columnengineering the microcircuitry of the neocortical column.

• The project uses a ‘Blue Gene supercomputer’ running a simulation 
software, the MPI-based Neocortical Simulator (NCS) developed by 
Phil Goodman, to be combined with NEURON software. The simulation 
will not consist of a mere artificial neural network, but will involve 
‘much more biologically realistic’ models of neurons.g y



Blue Brain ProjectBlue Brain Project

• The initial goal of the project (completed in December 2006) was the 
i l i f i l l hi h b id d hsimulation of a rat neocortical column, which can be considered the 

smallest functional unit of the neocortex. 
• Such a human column is about 2 mm tall, has a diameter of 0.5 mm ,

and contains about 60,000 neurons, but rat neocortical columns are 
very similar in structure but contain only 10,000 neurons (and 108

synapses)synapses). 
• Between 1995 and 2005, Markram mapped the types of neurons and 

their connections in such a column. In November 2007, the project 
t d th d f th fi t h d li i d t d ireported the end of the first phase, delivering a data-driven process 

for creating, validating, and researching the neocortical column.



Blue Brain Projectj

• Now, the project is pursuing two separate goals:
• construction of a simulation on the molecular level, which is 

d i bl i it ll t t d ff t f idesirable since it allows to study effects of gene expression; 
• simplification of the column simulation to allow for parallel 

simulation of large numbers of connected columns, with the g
ultimate goal of simulating a whole neocortex (humans consist of 
about 1 million cortical columns.)



Connectomics

• Mapping the complete wiring diagram of a neural 
system including every tiny fiber and minisculesystem including every tiny fiber and miniscule 
connection has been attempted to uncover 
neurobiological mechanisms of brain functions, 

hi h i ll d ‘ t i ‘which is called ‘connectomics.‘

• Although connectomics is in the early stage inAlthough connectomics is in the early stage in 
which data mining is still in its initial step, this 
approach may eventually shed light on the 
fundamental principles underlying brain functionsfundamental principles underlying brain functions 
and furthermore pathological mechanisms of 
neuropsychiatric disorders arising from faulty 

i i h ti d hi h iwiring such as autism and schizophrenia.



Brodmann Area: 
Function associated anatomical clusters in Human Brain Cortex

Different Cellular compositions (cytoarchitecture) entail different functions 
: Naked-eye or Microscopic anatomy was possible 24



Connectomics to Post-Connectomics: 
Finding out meanings from connection diagrams of biological neurons 

Data and Data
25

Data and Data……
What to see and How to tell?



Hierarchy of Interactions:
From individual neurons to the global system

Cortical areas

Neurons ColumnsNeurons Columns

Local circuits

If we get the adjacency matrix of Neuro-synaptic network for the human brain, 

will the matrix tell us about the functionally segregated and clustered nature of Brodmann areas?
26



Caenorhabditis elegans:  
The only species which has a complete wiring diagram of its entire nervous system 

The only animal with nearly complete wiring diagram
302 neurons with ~8000 synapses 

Non-Homogeneous cell types
=> Hard to infer anatomical Homophily

27



Connectome of C. elegansConnectome of C. elegans

The microscopic worm C. elegans has 302 neurons with approximately 8,000 
synapses, which is the only model organism whose ‘wiring diagram of the y p , y g g g
entire nervous system’ (connectome) is completely known.



Major Finding 2: 
Biologically driven Behavior–level circuits in structural cluster frame-work

Circuit for navigation Circuit for locomotion

Three strongest clusters exhibit hierarchical 
relationship with the worm’s behavior-level circuits

29




